
Week 3 - 07.05.20 

Art 
 

Over the past two weeks we have been looking at the dresses and suits of 
Georgian men and Women along with the coats and shawls worn to protect 
them from the cold. This week we will be looking  at the hairstyles worn to 
match their outfit or suit the occasion. 

Last week we looked a little at the style of the Georgian Kings. Did you notice 
that three of them had long curly grey or brown hair and one had short brown 
hair! 

 

Womens hairstyles in Georgian times were great creations towering high above the head 

with powder, colour, feathers and ribbons. However many people didn’t realise that men of 

Georgian times also wore very fancy wigs. 

 

At the end of the 17th century in England, men were still sporting 
the ‘cavalier’ type of hairstyle – long, flowing locks reaching the 
shoulders with lots of volume. This large hairstyle began to 
shrink as the Georgian period arrived, and wigs became more 
popular. Tighter, rolled curls and ponytails became the fashion, 
partly introduced by the French King 
Louis XV, who liked to wear small white 
or grayish coloured hair. 

 

 

 

In England, George II preferred longer locks that reached well 
below his shoulders, but his white, curly wigs were a firm favourite 
and helped to cement its popularity in England. Often this long 
hair was tied back into a long ponytail, tied with a large bow.  

 

As with their female counterparts, men were obsessed with powdering their wigs. Not only 

did this reduce the smell (they were not often washed) but it could give a nicer, more 

natural colour to the wig than dyes. In fact, it was this obsession with powdering that gave 

rise to the term “powder-room” still used today – it was such a messy job to powder one’s 

hair, the wealthiest of society had a whole room dedicated to it! 
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This powder was often made from sifted wheat powder, powdered chalk, or even white 

clay. The powder was blown onto the hair or wig with bellows, whilst the receiver covered 

their face. This powder was sometimes accompanied with a pomade (more popular with the 

elaborate women’s hairstyles, but still used by men) which was essentially a type of grease 

to slick the hair into place. This was usually made from lard and fat – hence the smelly 

greasiness that required powdering to hide! It was also, obviously, a lure for flies, fleas, and 

other creatures. 

As George III took over the throne, the wigs in England began to shorten, as he preferred 
the shorter style seen in France. This did not mean that less money was spent – at one 
point, Viscount Fairfax was wearing a newly-dressed wig almost every single day, racking up 
huge bills from his hairdressers. 

By the end of the century, the elaborate white wigs and powder had become more 
associated with older, less fashionable men. 

As with women’s wigs, by the end of the 1700’S more natural hairstyles were gaining 

popularity as an interest in classical styles of the ancient Romans and Greeks grew. Hair 

continued to shorten, and wigs were put aside and replaced by natural hair. Powder 

continued to be used for a while, and curls were still very much the fashion, although they 

tended to be looser and more natural, rather than tightly wound. 

 

Men’s hair began to extend down their faces, with sideburns 

becoming popular as the Georgian period entered the Regency 

period. One of the leaders of this new, shorter, fashion was the 5th 
Duke of Bedford, Francis Russell, who 

sported a cropped, unpowdered, natural 

hairstyle. King George IV also wore his hair 

in a short, wavy, ruffled style. Wigs were 

out, and natural was in. This more natural style began to extend 

to all aspects of a man’s facial hair, with moustaches and beards 

becoming popular once more. This eventually led to the generally 

very-hairy Victorian men’s fashion. 

Womens styles 

At the beginning of the Georgian period (early 1700s) the big hair was not yet the 
vogue, and instead hair looked more “normal”. It was often partially or fully 
covered with a lace or linen cap, and would be left either to flow long over the 
shoulders, or be pinned up. Hair was often (but not always) curled. Women tied 
their hair in natural styles tying up in loose-fitting buns. Although some women 
cut their hair short, short hair was not a widely accepted trend those days and 
women who cut their hair short used to regret their decision soon. Girls above 13 
years of age would not wear their hair down. 
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Hats, bonnets, and turbans were quite essential these days and these were considered to 
complete a woman’s outfit. Women always wore at least one of these when out in public 
while at home they used to wear a close-fitting cotton cap to cover their hair. 

  

  

  

 

 

As the century progressed, slightly more elaborate and fake hair became 

more popular with the richer woman. Poorer women kept the early 

Georgian styles which were easier to maintain without a crew of 

hairdressers. Hair began to be puffed out more, and a central parting was 

popular. Hair would be powdered in a similar way to that of men using 

flour or starch, and white hair became very popular; this was because 

white wigs were the most expensive ones, so you 

would powder your own hair or wigs to make them 

look as white (and therefore as expensive) as 

possible. Other colours were popular, however, 

including more natural browns and greys, or more exciting pinks, 

violets, and blues. 

 

 

It was in the latter half of the eighteenth century that those huge, 

elaborate hairstyles gained popularity. Hair had been getting larger and 

more fluffed up, and the use of wigs encouraged experimentation. Both 

real and false hair was used, and it was curled and given lots of volume 

to raise up away from the head. This is where curling tongs were 

developed to help the process. Metal prongs with wooden handles 

would be heated over a fire, and then the hair was wrapped around 

them to curl. The hair was given a helping hand by using rolls of 

horsehair, wool pads and wire supports to bolster the height and give 

strength to the creations. Numerous large pins would be used to keep 

the style in place, and the hair would be decorated with all sorts of 

things – ribbons, feathers, flowers, wax fruit, etc. 

It is difficult to over-emphasise how much work went into these hairstyles. The wealthy 

would have a team of servants and skilled hairdressers to achieve their perfect looks. 

Because these styles were so difficult and complicated, and took so long to do, often women 

would leave their styled hair in for weeks at a time before changing it. This must have made 

sleeping tricky! The immediate problem, however, was that leaving a hairstyle in for weeks 
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without washing or brushing, in a period of poor hygiene and prevalent lice, was that the 

hair would start to get extremely smelly. As a result, the hair would have to be regularly 

perfumed to mask the smell. 

 

As the Georgian period moved into the Regency period, hair began to 

calm down again. More classical styles were preferred, looking to the 

Greeks and Romans for inspiration. Hair was still curled, moving 

towards ringlets, but not in such elaborate, tall styles, but instead kept 

closer to the face.  A more natural look was once again appreciated. 

Hair was still coloured, but rather than using powder, more 

permanent dye was developed using oils, pitch, nuts, saffron, and 

other natural products. Hair was usually pinned back, but was still 

sometimes left loose. Instead of elaborate decorations, hair was 

adorned with more elegant, classical decorations. Ribbons were still 

used, but pearls, jewels, gold, and silver combs and accessories were 

gaining in popularity. 

Over the 100 or so years of the Georgian period, hair went almost in a complete loop, from 

natural, to more elaborate, to huge and exotic, back to a simple, classical style. 

 

 

 

Your Task. 

Look at how the men and women wore their hair throughout the Georgian 
period. Look specifically at how it changed from Early Georgian through the 
Regency period (1810) to late Georgian times. 

Either sketch - Two Georgian womens hair styles, one from the elaborate stage 
and one from regency times, using colours to show decorations worn. 

Or sketch - two Georgian mens hairstyles, one from early Georgian times and 
one from the Regency era of Georgian times.  

 

Think about what questions I may have asked you if I were teaching this lesson. 
Look back at the last two weeks' lessons to help you. 

Think about how the hair styles are different or similar to today's styles. Look at 
how they were created and held in place. 


